Adesso’s CyberTrack H6 is a 4K Ultra HD Resolution Desktop Webcam that allows you to record and share colorful vivid HD quality video with fine detail. This webcam offers you broad Instant Messenger compatibility, so you can enjoy video conferencing with today’s most popular Instant Messenger applications. This webcam also includes an integrated wide-angle microphone that lets your voice be heard loud and clear, whether you are chatting with loved ones or doing business on a video call. With all these great features, you can easily record and transmit your videos to everyone!

- **4K High Definition Video Resolution**
  The Cybertrack H6 webcam lets your audience feel like they are in the room with you. With 4K True Color Ultra High Definition 3840 x 2160 video resolution.

- **8.0 Megapixel CMOS Sensor with Maximum resolution**
  This webcam features a true 8.0M CMOS image sensor that provides crisp, colorful and clear Ultra HD quality video and snapshot image at a maximum resolution.

- **High Dynamic Range (HDR) Technology**
  With the high Dynamic Range and low light Correction technology, Cybertrack H6 always makes you look best in any lighting environment, from low light to direct sunlight or high contrast environment. The webcam optimizes image detail at the same time to reflecting a more realistic environment.

- **Built-In Dual Microphone with Noise Cancellation**
  The built-in microphone provides you with remarkable clarity, to ensure every word is heard with our noise cancellation technology.

- **Privacy Shutter Cover & Tripod Mount**
  Covers your webcam when not in use, and it is perfect to provide privacy, security and peace of mind to individuals, groups, organizations, companies and governments. The webcam comes with a tripod mount, convenient for you to place the computer camera.